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Alumni

"This is by far the greatest expansion in the history of the campus, totaling more by way of capital expenditure than all
the previous years of the school's existance."

''Also over these years there has been considerable
student growth, increasing the enrollment by about
50%."

AN INTERVIEW WITH

PRESIDENT
DUFRESNE
Dr. Robert A. Dufresne
WSU Alum. How do you feel upon
leaving office after ten years as president?
President DuFresne: My experience
here apparently has not been very typical, if the statistics are to be believed.
My tenure has been a uniformly happy
one, I left office according to my own
schedule and I feel very good about
the place and optimistic about its future.
It's becoming increasingly rare to
see college and university presidents
complete ten years in the office (the
average is something under five), and it
is even more surprising when they
leave feeling good about it all! In fact,
in the latter event there is an inclination to wonder if perhaps the job
didn't have more affect than the
victim fully realized! So if my feelings
are not the result of some sort of hallucination, they must stem from
having experienced the satisfactions of
seeing one's efforts bear fruit; of having achieved satisfying working relationships with faculty and students; of
having been blessed with a lot of good
luck, good colleagues and g·ood

Editor's Note: In October, after serving as president through 10 years of
the greatest expansion in the school's
history, Dr. Robert A. DuFresne announced his resignation, effective
July 1, 19 77. Dr. DuFresne will, however, remain at the university as a professor, teaching classes in political science and other areas.
Upon accepting Dr. DuFresne 's resignation, Dr. Gary Hays, chancellor of
the state university system, praised the
outgoing president for his "quality of
leadership, integrity, straightforwardness and candor. '" He added that he

was pleased Dr. DuFresne had chosen
to stay on at Winona State to teach.
WSU Alum asked Dr. DuFresne to
share with the alumni his thoughts
about his decade as WSU president.
We were interested in his analysis of
the major developments during that
period, as well as his expectations for
WSU's future progress. A consistant
advocate of sound alumni relations under whose administration WSU
Alum was born - he enthusiastically
a!{reed to an interview with WSU
AL UM Editor Richard Davis. Following is the transcript.

friends. And that simply is how it has
been.

Sometimes in fact, the secret has been
to get out of the way and let things
happen.
In January of 196 7, there were
three buildings in process of being
completed. In the following ten years,
five more were added making a total
of seven new buildings completed in a
ten year span. This is by far the
greatest expansion in the history of
the campus, totaling more by way of
capital expenditure than all the
previous years of the schools existance.
In terms of curriculum the same
thing can be said. Winona State originated as a normal school and gradually
matured into a standard teachers
college, then into a multiple purpose
state college. In 1967 its main thrust
was still teacher education, the major
field of nearly 80% of its graduates.
Since that time, however, the percentages have nearly been reversed, with
less than a quarter of the student population now in the teaching curriculum
and the other 80% in various phases
of the liberal arts and other studies
such as business administration,

WSU Alum: Winona State obviously
has grown and changed rather dramatically in the last ten years. What are
some of the most important changes
and what brought them about?
President DuFresne: Unfortunately, it
is almost impossible for someone
leaving the Office of the President of
the University, to recount his experiences and describe what he sees to be
the progress of the place, without
making it look like a brag book. About
the only thing he can do is to acknowledge right at the start, that practically
everything which has been accomplished has been the result of combinations of forces and people to which at
times he as President was almost incidental. Therefore, in discussing the
ten years of progress since 1967, this
President asserts only that he was in
the chair while it all happened. If he
offered a little leadership or an idea or
two when needed, all well and good,
but only an egoist of the highest order
would pretend to be the cause of it all.
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nursing, paralegal, paramedical, recreation, 2 years of graduate studies, external studies and others, most of which
have developed during this ten year
span. Of course, also over these years
there has been considerable student
growth, increasing the enrollment by
about 50%. In the spring of last year
enrollment on and off campus reached
an all-time peak of 5100. Next year we
expect the largest freshman class in the
history of the place. All of this, of
course, is what led to our change in
title from college to university.
If Winona State is not yet quite
ready for Big Ten status, neither is it
any longer "Old T.C." as it was known
for so many years, which is not to deprecate its traditions, but only to emphasize the changes brought about by
the demands of the times.
WSU Alum: What developments or
experiences have given you the most
satisfaction?
President Dufresne:
In discussing
what has been the most satisfying over

these ten years, I should probably gram; the first student member on the
mention two or three things in parti- State University Board, the first camcular in addition to the generally good pus to exceed 50% doctorates on its
progress which I feel we've had. Main- faculty; the only campus to not expertaining our enrollment when other in- ience enrollment loss; the greatest phystitutions all around were losing was sical space expansion in square feet per
most important for example. Also, student, the best conference champduring the Viet Nam war years, our ionship record in major sports, at the
ability to keep relatively calm and not same time the smallest grant-in-aid
follow every fad and fancy of those athletic subsidy in the system; the
difficult times was a source of satisfac- best overall percentage of residence
tion. Hopefully we too were concern- hall occupancy, the first completed
ed, but no one was killed and there student union. Of course this was the
were no wanton disruptions; we main- first college of its type west of the
Mississippi, so this is to be expected!
tained generally civil attitudes.
I am pleasl(d, too, with the advancing academic level of our students. WSU Alum: If these are the gains,
We have many more students from the have there been any liJsses or are there
upper 10% of their high school classes now any special problems on the horfor example, and we're consequently izon?
evolving a rigorous honors program for President Dufresne: None other than
top scholars. There is much else to be those associated with keeping up with
pleased about, of course. WSU has had the times. Collective bargaining is relamany firsts over this decade - we have tively new, but seems to be working
had the highest percentage increase in well enough. The usual mechanical
enrollment in the system; the first and difficulties having to do with the use
by far the largest external studies pro- of computers for registration, or

"The best conference championship record in major sports, at the same time the smallest grant-in-aid athletic subsidy in
the system."

making adjustments for the fuel shortages are ever present. Because the essence of a university is in the interaction of its people, (in our case some
six thousand on a 30 acre campus)
there will continue to be the
present, ever-changing tensions which
are part of progress and learning.
By and large things look very
good . Enrollment is at an all time high
with a good outlook for the next five
years; we have the best budget recommendations in our history; we are finalizing a good (for both sides) collective bargaining contract; and we are
going to have a new President! Who,
be he faculty, student, alumnus, or citizen, could ask for anything more?

WSU Alum: What about the politics
of the job - the university board, the
legislature for example?
President Dufresne: The Minnesota
State University System has been
favored with excellent leadership the
past ten years - an excellent Board
and first-class people in the Chan-

cellor·s office, to say nothing of the
presidents and faculties on the various campuses. This state is, I think,
deserving of its national reputation as
a good place to live and work. It has
one of the best, if not the best, governance records in the nation. There has
been little evidence of dirty politics or
undercover favoritism, certainly nothing at the level of the scandals many
other states come to accept as a way
of life . This is reflected in everything
we do, including higher education. Our
campuses have often led the way, not
only in curricular change and innovation, but in such areas as affirmative
action and human rights. Each
campus, each president benefits from
this approach, and is allowed full rein
to do what should be done without
having to play politics or put up with
the asserted idiocies of an entrenched
political organization or the vested
interests. That is not to say that there
are not occasional breakdowns or no
bureaucracy; since we are human,
those will always be with us. But,

"We have many more students from the upper 10%
of their high school classes."

compared to others we do indeed have
a good political climate in which
to serve.

WSU Alum:
What remains to be
done? What's the outiook?
President Dufresne: To some extent
there exists the need to "consolidate
our gains" so to speak. It seems to me
that, given the growth and change,
which reached downright dramatic
proportions at times during the past
few years, there has to be some sort of
assessment as to where we're at. While
I believe that we have kept up very
well, "keeping up" is not the best
long-range approach to doing things.
There needs to be more planning than
we have had time to do, more coordination, more understanding by all elements of the college community, of
what each particular element is doing.
Perhaps we are reaching a period when
that will be possible. I think it would
be a priority to me if I were to be in
the office another ten years.
Overall, the outlook for public, regional, universities was never better.
While it is a fact that total numbers of
secondary school students will begin
to diminish in a very few years, it is
also predictable, I think, that a greater
percentage of them will go on to
college or university training and that
an ever increasing percentage will find
their way into universities such as
Winona State, provided we prepare
ourselves for those future demands.
The simple fact is that, due to
increasing costs, private education is
slowly but surely being priced out of
the lower and middle class market. Obviously the only way a low income
family can send their children to a
private college is through some sort of
scholarship - and there are many of
those even now. But there's a limit.
Private colleges must have tuitions increase, and if lower income families
can't pay it today, middle income families are fast reaching the same stage
have already reached it in many colleges where annual tuition and living
costs are up to $5 ,000. While there
will probably be more and more tax
support for private schools, even that
must have limits.
Consider the public university.
The tuition is less than one fourth that
of regional private schools, the campus
is more accessible, especially for comWSU ALUM, SPRING 1977
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0 Tradition has to be included of course
it is the measure by which we judge
"' at least until we get a better one, but
;:;·
" the future will require more than tradition , whether we like it or not. The
future will require constant adaptations and anticipation of new needs.
The regional university had better recognize that vocational needs will be
foremost in the minds of its clientelle
and other things secondary.

...%'

WSU Alum: What about local issues
such as collective bargaining or problems such as the Ethiopian thing last
year? (The question refers to expulsion actions initiated against three
Ethiopian students.) Are these discouraging or diversionary?
President Dufresne: Not really. They
are just part of the job and are more

interesting than they are troublesome.
There is a tendency sometimes to
feel that they take one away from
other important things, but actually
at the time they are the important
things.
Collective bargaining is a national
movement in higher education and is
almost uniform in its development and
effect. Even the accusations and issues
are uniform. But it will, I am sure,
work out well enough. I expect that,
looking back at it twenty years from
now, we will see nothing especially
bad or good about it. Salaries, benefits, governence will have proceeded
about the same as if it hadn't happened, primarily because colleges, unlike
business and industry are not profit
making enterprises. They therefore are
destined to be economic leaders. So it
A. V. Photo Service

"The regional university had better recognize that vocational needs will be
foremost in the minds of its clientelle
and other things secondary."
muter students; enrollments are generally much larger and allow for a
greater variety of areas of study, and
quality differences have long since
ceased to exist. The mythology that
public colleges were for the poor or
the average, and private colleges were
for the intellectual elite lives only in
the hearts of those who insist on such
beliefs rather than on the facts. One
look at the facilities of a campus like
WSU or a look at the catalog description of course offerings and the qualifications of faculty should dispel most
of those dearly held myths. Of course,
there is the tradition of the private college as a prestige institution which is
still important and there's nothing
wrong with that. It's just that, like the
full-size Cadillac, it may not much
longer fit the day and age in which we
live.
So the regional university is the
wave of the future, provided it does
not fall into the trap of expending its
energies in "big time" sports or marching bands, or the trap of restricting itself to traditional liberal arts offerings.
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"Most of the preceding probably shows that I am quite personally committed to
this campus."
doesn't make much difference whether
faculties unionize. The main thing is
that neither faculty nor management
take it too seriously!
The Ethiopian episode was a good
example of the current preoccupation
with rights of individuals as against the
rights of others - a difficult dilemma
for a conscientious administrator right
now. Everyone wants justice but in a
college community the various ideas of
how to achieve it range from the hardnose type who believes only in force
and authority, to the bleeding heart
who can't shoot the lion about to
devour him, because he doesn't believe in violence.
So the College President just does
what he has to do and waits for the inevitable reaction. These episodes never
disappear - in fact they overlap. I
believe every campus in this system
has had a constant, ongoing series of
law suits, procedural challenges and

investigations over the past ten years.
The University had not spent a dime
on legal defense until 1969. Now days
WSU alone spends $50,000 per year,
defending ourselves. That we have not
made many errors is attested by the
fact that we haven't lost in a single
action. But how does one measure? In
the case in question, the individuals
are no longer here (our objective) but
each cost the University over $1,000
tuition, and the defense of our action
cost the state over $30,000 in legal
fees. Why go through it? Obviously because there are ten others lying in the
weeds in case you weaken!
Still, as an American Civil Liberties Union member of some years
standing, I must be among the first to
admit that individual human rights
cannot be sacrificed to administrative
expediency. SQ we're back to the dilemma! I don't really quarrel with the
principle, but it does make life in-

teresting for the public administratorand it costs money. Actually the overall community reaction to these sorts
of things is generally very good. People
now days understand more than
they're given credit for, and expecially in a college town, I think.
WSU Alum:
plans?

What are your future

President DuFresne: Most of the preceding probably shows that I am quite
personally committed to this campus
and that I like Winona as a place to
live. So it will not come as a surprise
when I say that I plan to stay right
here, banning unforseen circumstances. I expect to teach a couple of
sections of political science next fall.
What may happen a year or two down
the road I cannot be sure, but my
plans include primarily teaching,
cleaning up a few odds and ends, and
minding my own business for a while.
And you can be sure that I am very
much looking forward to it.
WSU ALUM. SPRING 1977
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Alma Mater

vs.

The Winter
of 'n
by Richard Davis, Editor
Arctic cold gripped the upper
Midwest sending temperatures plummeting to 50° below zero and lower in
Northern Minnesota and Wisconsin.
Blizzards piled snow to record heights
in the Northeast. Crop-killing frost ravaged the deep south. The draughtstrickened West watched its crisis
worsen with each moistureless week.
This was the winter of 1977.
Despite some tense days in January, however, Winona and Winona
State University made it through the
"great" winter with far less hardship
than many other places. As one might
expect, Minnesota experienced some
very cold weather. In Winona, the temperature stayed well below zero for
days on end. Yet the snow didn't bury
cars, as it did in New York; the natural
gas shortage didn't push the state to
the brink of disaster, as it did in Ohio;
and the economic losses were not as
severe as they were in Florida.
Still, it was far from business as
usual. The unrelenting cold in December and January depleted the state's
heating oil reserves to dangerously low
levels. Winona State, which heats it's
buildings chiefly with No. 6 oil, was
left in a very vulnerable position as
suppliers terminated their contracts
with state agencies. In January there
was talk of perhaps temporarily closing the state universities. As it turned
out, this didn't become necessary. If
it had, it would have been the first
time since the Civil War that Winona
State was forced to close down.
The energy shortage became most
critical in Mid-January. By then, the
state's heating oil reserves had fallen
to less than half the normal level, and
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the decline continued as the bitter
cold weather refused to loosen it's
grip. Governor Rudy Perpich moved
quickly to reverse the deteriorating
situation by declaring an energy emergency.
The first phase of his emergency
energy conservation plan was to take
direct action to cut state agency consumption, while calling for voluntary
cutbacks in the business and private
sectors. He asked businesses and homeowners to turn down their thermostats
and shut off unnecessary lights. He ordered most state agencies to revert to a
four-day work-week. He instructed
educational agencies, including the
state universities, to cut energy consumption by 25%. Then he warned
that this was only phase one of the
state's emergency measures and, if inadequate, more drastic measures could
be forthcoming.
State university officials gathered
in St. Paul to consider how they could
comply with the governor's 25% reduction demand. They emerged with a
16-point plan. Most of the measures
were applicable to all state universities, while a few zeroed in on specific
campuses. Following are the energy
conservation guidelines applicable to
Winona State University:
-All classroom and office building thermostats (except those controlling spaces used to house instrutional experiemental plants and animals and special equipment) are to be
lowered to 62° .
-Thermostats in gymnasiums lowered to 55°
-Certain buildings will be closed
and, in others, specific areas will be
closed in order to permit drastic temperature reductions. At Winona State
University, effective on January 31,
1977, the new Memorial Hall Addition
(Physical Education Building) will be
closed for the duration of the energy
emergency (70,000 square feet).
-Evening classes will be concentrated into the fewest possible buildings including residence halls which
will be open at night - so that lights
may be turned off at 6:00 p.m. in as
many buildings as possible.
-All external lights, except those
absolutely needed for safety, will be
turned off.

-A massive window-insulation project will be initiated to cover all singleglazed windows with plastic film. Considering the fact that the rate of heat
loss through a single thickness is about
five times greater than through an equivalent area of wall, this should achieve a significant reduction in fuel consumption.
-Use of ceramic kilns and glass
blowing furnaces will be reduced to
the minimum necessary to complete
mandatory course requirements for
student credit.
-Swimming pool heaters will be
turned down to the lowest possible
degree practicable, consistent with bonafide needs such as already scheduled
meets. Whenever possible, swimming
pools will be closed.
-No extra-curricular events not already contracted for will be scheduled
in evening hours or on weekends for
the duration of the emergency.
-Lighting will be reduced to minimum acceptable levels for work.
-To the maximum extent practicable, all ventilating air dampers will
be closed in order to reduce fresh air
intake to the minimum necessary.
-Wherever practicable, exterior
doors will be closed and locked to prevent entrance while still allowing exit
in case of emergencies.

the guages and meters in the university heating plant. During the cold days
of late January, heating oil consumption
dropped from about 6,500
gallons a day to about 4,000 gallons.
Put another way, the fuel saved in January compared to the previous January - taking into account the "degree
day ' differences - would heat 116
standard homes for one month. Electricity consumption was more difficult
to monitor, but here also there was a
substantial reduction.
Because Winona State has been
conscious of the potential danger of
the nation's energy situation for years,
portions of the Chancellor's 16-point
plan were already at least partially in
effect. The university has made most
of these improvements since the 1973
oil embargo: thermostats were already
set at
68° or lower; unnecessary
lighting removed; fresh air intake reduced in several buildings; the windows of the aging Sornsen Hall weather stripped; air conditioning settings raised so that less energy would
be used during the 3-week Christmas
break.
The necessary sacrifices caused
the campus community some inconveniences. Yet as the news media daily
reported the grim plight of American's
farther east-economic loss, unemployment, physical hardship--WSU's inconveniences seemed rather mild. Students and employees generally accepted them in good spirits. And Alma
Mater did not close.

-To the extent possible, draperies
will be drawn closed at night.
-Whenever possible, fiber glass
panels will be installed in vestibules to
reduce energy loss.
-As a public service and as a part
of an educational effort, all state universities will eagerly assist local governmental and service agencies in conducting energy conservation seminars for
home owners and businesses in the
respective university regions."
Winona State immediately began
putting these measures into effect.
Some of them could be carried out
quite quickly, while others demanded
considerable effort by the. university's
maintenance staff. But the results of
the effort soon became apparent on

WSU ALUM
Winter 1977
Director-Ray Amundson
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Vice President, Richard Adank
Secretary, David Forsythe
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The WSU Alum is a publication of
Winona State University. It is published for
alumni and friends of the university in an
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news on the campus and to help them maintain contact with one another.
Winona State University is an equal
opportunity employer and adheres to the
provisions of Title IX which prohibits dis·
crimination on the basis of sex in education
programs.
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Illustrative Master Plan

A QUARTER'S WORTH
Planning for the Future
The Winona State University campus has undergone spectacular changes
during the past 15 years. Physical expansion reached an all-time high. All
but a few of its facilities were added
during that period, as the student
population more than doubled and services were expanded. But what about
the future? What will the campus look
like 15, 25 or 50 years from now?
WSU has tried to answer that question. To help, the university hired a
Minneapolis design firm to work with
the administration and a special sevenmember task force of faculty , staff
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and students appointed by President
Dufresne. Their objective was to create a master plan to guide long-range
physical development. The master plan
illustration on this page shows the results of that effort. It is important to
understand that this is not a construction plan that will immediately bring
about massive land aquisitions and
building. The improvements are likely
to be implemented over a period of
many years, but only if they are approved at the state level, if funds are
available and if future ·conditions permit or demand them.

The planners approached their task
in three phases: Phase I was the analysis and evaluation of present campus
conditions ; Phase II was the development of alternative concepts ; and
Phase III was the development of a
master plan. At the conclusion of each
phase and at crucial points in between,
the design experts visited the campus
to show university and city representatives what they had done and what
they planned to do next . The visits also gave university and city representatives a chance to ask questions and to
express concerns or objections.
During the analysis and evaluation
phase the experts studied present pedestrian and vehicular traffic patterns,
lighting, parking and other factors that

would influence their final plan. This
analysis was intended to supply the
raw data that would help identify
areas that should be improved . At this
point the planners also wanted to
know what major construction might
be required in the forseeable future.
They learned that their master plan
would have to allow for an industrial
education/art building, a greenhouse
for biological study, an allied sciences
building, an olympic-size swimming
pool addition to Memorial Hall and a
storage building for the maintenence
department .
The design firm then developed
three alternative concepts. They did
not intend that any of their concepts
would necessarily be accepted without
modifications. Rather, they hoped
that the university would select the
one which had the most potential and
change it where necessary, perhaps
drawing ideas from the other alternatives as well. As it turned out, this is
basically what happened.
The principal difference among the
three alternatives is in the extent to
which city streets would be closed
within the campus. The plans ranged
from almost no street closures to the
complete absence of vehicular traffic
within the campus interior. The rationale for closing streets is to remove
pedestrian-vehicle conflicts and to
better use available space. Consequen~
ly, parking and automobile traffic
would be moved to the campus outskirts. Yet the planners were careful to
include additional parking lots to replace the lost street parking. In all
three plans they managed to provide at
least l 00 more spaces than are now available .
The third and final phase was the
development of a master plan using
the concept chosen by the university,
including the various modifications
made during discussions with the task
force and other groups. The details of
the plan are outlined in a booklet and
a three-dimensional model of the campus. The 3~' x 4~' model shows how
the campus will look if and when all
the improvements are made.
Some of the more radical changes
deserve special note. Street closure, as
previously mentioned, is the essential
ingredient in the over-all scheme. By
closing off city streets inside the campus, the university gains crucial open
spaces for esthetic and utilitarian purposes. More specifically, the plan calls
for plazas and open, grassy areas in

several places where streets now dominate the landscape. Mark and Sanborn, both of which run east and west
through the campus at the outer edges,
are the only two streets that would
not be closed. In addition King, Winona, Washington and Howard Streets
would each extend one block into the
campus interior to offer limited vehicular access. In all cases, these streets
would be narrowed and would include
a series of gentle curves in keeping
with the open, park-like atmosphere of
the campus.
Another significant alteration is the
creation of a main plaza and open,
grassy area between the Performing
Arts Center and Kryzsko Commons.
The designers found this to be the
principal pedestrian traffic area on
campus and an important recreation
spot for students. Consequently, they

suggest expanding pedestrian walkways and constructing a circular,
slightly elevated open area that will
serve both purposes. Through careful
landscaping, the area in and around
the 180 ft . diameter circle would offer
space for a multitude of activities,
from concerts to touch football.
Finally, the master plan illustration
shows that several of the major improvements cannot be carried out unless additional land is acquired by the
university. At present, WSU is not attempting to buy this land. In fact, the
master plan does not necessarily move
the university closer to beginning any
of these projects. What it does is give
future planners a tool for developing
physical facilities in a logical, organized way that will enhance rather than
detract from what is now an excellent
•
campus.

The Cover
In keeping with our featured interview with President Dufresne, our
cover displays an illustration of the
WSU Presidential Medallion. The
l 967-68 student body presented this
beautiful medallion to Winona State at
Dr. DuFresne's inauguration on February 2, l 968.Designed by Floretta M.
Murray, former head of the Art Department and a Winona State Alumnus, it was given as "a symbol of a
people's faith in education, in the responsibility of the presidential office,
and in the guardianship of the College
by the State of Minnesota."
The gems embellishing the medallion came from the following generous
Winona citizens and Winona State
faculty members:
Aquamarine: Mrs. James Browning
Alexandrite : Dr. John J. Fuller
Topaz: Mrs. Ward Lucas
Garnet: Allyn S. Morgan, Jr.
Opal: Miss Floretta M. Murray
Diamonds: Mrs. R. H. Watkins
The brochure for Dr. DuFresne's
inauguration describes the medallion's
symbolism:

The symbolism of the medallion
lies within the framework filigree of
the letters of "Winona State College
President," which encircle and bind together the inner symbols. The center
of the medallion focuses on an equilateral triangle, symbolic of science,
literature, and the arts, through whose

unity man will survive. Within the triangle, a circle, as an endless movement
of education, represents the world
and man, incomplete without knowledge.
At the apex of the triangle, the
aquamarine is symbolic of the Mississippi River and the 10,000 lakes of
Minnesota. The topaz on the lower left
represents the golden grain of this
great State. At the lower right the garnet stands for the pioneer citizens of
Winona who in 1858 asked the Legislature to establish by law an institution for higher education in Winona
and in addition, gave land from the
WSU ALUM, SPRING 1977
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city to provide a place for the College.
In the segments outside the triangle are the diamond-set stars, which
shine for the "Etoile du Nord" State.
The trees denote the great forests of
the north; the flowing lines at the base
portray the streams of Minnesota; and
the fire of the opal in the link to the
chain stands for the zeal which supports education as a social necessity.
The purple alexandrite in the chain
symbolizes the school color and the
pride of the students and faculty in
Winona State College.

Editorial Assistant Leaves
In March, Kathy Plachecki, WSU
Alum's Editorial Assistant, resigned.
She had worked in the university publications office and on the WSU Alum
staff since 1973.
Kathy was a valuable member of
the staff. Her responsibilities included
proofreading, typing and, more recently, setting the type for the magazine.
Her conscientious approach to her
work often saved the editor from embarrassing grammatical errors.
After completing her bachelors
degree in business education this
spring, Kathy will move to LaPorte,
Indiana. Her husband Paul, B.A. Business Administration, '7 5, has accepted
a position with American Can Company in that city. The Placheckis have
one daughter, Kara.

More on Pre-Registration

National ''W'

Attention Former 'W'
Letter Winners
The department of
Athlet1"cs
hopes to interest former "W" letter
winners in the current athletic program at Winona State University. Initially they would like the current addresses of all former Winona State
"'W" winners. With this information,
the department will form a NATIONAL "W" CLUB, INC. The purpose of
this club will be to increase the support and encouragement for the Varsity Athletic Program.
Please fill out the insert card in
this issue and return it to the address
indicated. Be sure to list the varsity
sports you lettered in and the year you
graduated from WSU. To insure that
the cards will be forwarded to the athletic office make a large "W" in the
left margin.
Dr. Dwight H. Marston, Director
of Athletics, will be in charge of the
initial formation of the club.
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We reported in the winter issue
that Winona State has adopted new
pre-registration procedures. We failed
to mention, however, that those procedures will not be used for summer or
fall registration this year. The university will hold only mass registration
for those quarters. The one exception
to this is the annual "Parents Day"
pre-registration for new fall freshmen,
which again will be held in July.

Improving Sornsen Hall
The rhythmic pounding of hammers, the shrill screem of circular saws
and the crash of old plaster and brick
being dislodged have been familiar

WSU workmen on 3rd floor Sornsen Hall

sounds around Sornsen Hall since November. That was when WSU workmen began remodeling the third floor
of the 5 5-year old administration
building. When work is done this
spring, the three academic departments headquartered in Sornsen Hall
will enjoy the unfamiliar advantages of
having their faculties centrally located
in suitable offices.
In recent years the departments of
Business Administration and Economics, Business Education and Office
Administration and Foreign Languages
have been functioning under less than
ideal conditions. Lack of space forced
several faculty members to set up shop
in locations far removed from the center of departmental activities. Some
were required to pass through classrooms to reach their offices. One instructor shared his space with dozens
of boxes of office supplies and equipment.
The remodeled area will change all
that. The project will bring the total of
22 faculty offices on the third floor,
enough for all the faculty members in
the three departments. And the instructors will have offices near their
department's main office and the classrooms they use most frequently.
This important improvement is
being carried out at a surprisingly low
cost. Because the university maintenance staff is doing the work, the
final tally for materials only will likely
be below $30,000. While this is only
phase I of the planned improvements
for Sornsen, it is a major step toward
modernizing an old but sound structure.

THINGS WEVE HEARD

ABOUT YOU
Classes of 1901-1940
Kate Cole Beals, Diploma, '04, is
91 and going strong in LaJ olla, California.
Katherine Noehl Schmitz, Diploma, '07, taught for several years and is
now living in Brockton, Montana.
Marion D. Robb, Diploma, '14,
worked as an Educational Therapist
for twenty-one years in a Veterans
Hospital for mental patients. She
has been retired for over seven years
and has a wonderful time entertaining
groups of all ages with her marionettes, Josie and Chico.
Professor Dorothy B. Magnus,
Diploma, '23, Head of the Winona
State University Communication and
Theatre Arts Department, has been
named theatre consultant to a new,
privately owned dinner theatre scheduled to open in mid-spring at LaCrosse, Wisconsin. Professor Magnus
is internationally recognized as a pio"
neer in Open Stage Theatre productions in the Midwest. Presently, she
is listed in the first three editions of
the World's Who's Who of Women,
and her photo and biographical sketch
will appear again in the fourth edition
in 1977.
Marie C. Gile Young, Diploma,
'23, taught in Mankato, Minnesota for
fifteen years and then in California.
She is now retired and lives in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Gertrude Schoniger Berghoet,
Diploma, '24, taught for several years,
has been listed in Who's Who for
American Women and lives in Traneck,
New Jersey.
M. C. Rohweder, B.E. '28, taught
high school physical science, was a
community service advisor to Willmar
Chapter Order of DeMolay for ten
years and was Advancement Chairman
for the Boy Scouts of America for fifteen years. He is now retired and lives
in Willmar, Minnesota.
Irvin W. Gerecke, Diploma, '29,
retired from the Minneapolis, Minnesota schools as an industrial arts

teacher after teaching forty-two years.
He is now enjoying his lake home in
Edina, Minnesota and also traveling.
Theo Lenore Wall, Diploma, '29,
received her Bachelor's Degree from
Mankato State and has retired after
forty-six years of teaching.
Laurel M. Pennock, Diploma, '30,
B.S. History, '40, is chairman of the
Committee for Retired Principals in
the National Association of Elementary School Principals at Arlington,
Virginia. He is also president of the
Retired Principals Association of
Minnesota.
Ardis Prinzing Serafin, Diploma,
'30, is busy at research work and writing and lives in Birmingham, Michigan.
Inez Storlie Wilhelmson, Diploma,
'30, taught for eight years and has two
children. Since her husbands death,
she has moved to Spring Grove, Minnesota and is employed in the Dietary
Department at Tweeten Memorial Hospital. She enjoys traveling, reading and
working.
Florence Nelson Page, Diploma,
'32, retired in 1965 from active classroom teaching and then did Title I
work. She also co-authored a music
book, Tiny Tunes for Tiny Tots.
Alyce Niehart Wilde, Diploma,
'33, is currently teaching as a special
education teacher, classroom teacher
and librarian substitute teacher in
four school districts around Sun City,
Arizona. She received her B.S. and
M.A.
from
the
University of
Minnesota,
Florence Schroth, B.E. Fine Art,
'34, retired in 1976
after thirty
years of teaching. She taught for ten
years at Viroqua, Wisconsin and
twenty in Winona. She has done extensive traveling in Europe, Canada,
Africa, South America, and the United
States.
Helen Gstalder Miller, Diploma,
'36 , taught elementary education in
Minnesota for twelve years, received
her B.A. and M.A. from the University
of California, Long B~ach, and taught
deaf education for twenty-two years in

Long Beach. She and her husband,
W. R. Miller, have two children.
Anita Sundby Anderson, B.S.
History and Math, '40 , retired in 1975
after thirty-five years of teaching, the
last twenty-seven in Canby, Minnesota. Her husband is a retired Dairy
Store owner. She keeps busy with
crafts, club work and the public library.

Classes of

19 41 _ 19 6 O

Lorraine Rivard Naze, 2 Year Certificate, '41, taught for eight years
until 1949. Presently she is working
part-time at Red Owl Stores, Inc., as a
labor scheduling clerk. She and her
husband, Glen, have three daughters
and live in Hopkins, Minnesota.
Irene Sackett Dalcher, B. S. Elementary Education, '42, is an elementary school teacher at East School in
New Canaan, Connecticut, where she
has taught since 1966. She and her
husband, a real estate broker, live in
Stanford, and have three children.
Nellie Sprott Balline, B.S. Elementary Education, '45, taught for ten
years in Toledo, Ohio where she
worked on her masters degree in psychology. She has traveled in Europe
and extensively in the U.S. She
married F.D. Balline who graduated
in engineering from the University
of Minnesota. They spend their
winters in LaJolla, California.
Clarence N. VanDeventer, B.S.
Industrial Arts, '46, has just completed
thirty years of teaching, the last
twenty at the university level. He is
author of a textbook on aviation, now
in its ninth printing. He lives in Michigan during the summer and Texas in
the winter. He and his wife, Bonnie,
have two daughters.
Jean Rolandt Averbeck, B.S.
History and Social Science, '48, does
substitute teaching in area schools and
lives in Cochrane, Wisconsin.
Evelyn B. Stephan, B.S. Math and
Social Science, '48, has been an army
librarian for nearly twenty-five years
in Okinawa, Korea, Vietnam, Europe
and now in Fort Bragg, North Carolina. In November she returned to
Europe. She received her M.A. in Library Science from the University of
Michigan.
Marilyn Gilbertson Hood, B.A.
English, '49, has embarked on a Ph. D.
in educational communications at
Ohio State University where she is also
Assistant Director of a research proWSU ALUM, SPRING 1977
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ject in the school of journalism .
Anna Roth Abbott, A.A. '52, B.S.
Elementary Education, '60, spent
fourteen years in Alaska, teaching for
nine , and is now living in Utica, Minnesota.
Ralph J. Kershaw, B.S. Business
Education, '53, is the coordinator of
the Business and Home Economics Departments of the Davenport, Iowa
public school system.
Jerome Antoff, B.A. Business Administration, '56, is vice president and
manager of sales at the Bank of California, San Francisco. Noel Grech
Antoff, B.S. Elementary Education,
'5 6, is teaching first grade in San Anselmo. The Antoffs have built a home
in Upper Lucas Valley, a canyon near
San Rafael.
Patricia Diethert Moore, B.S. Art
and History, '57, lives in Cilandak, Indonesia. Her husband, Richard , is a
computer specialist for Pertamina Oil
Company and she is teaching fine arts
at the Joint Embassy School, an international high school of approximately
700 students. They have three
children.
Ron Rubado, B.S. Social Studies,
'57, was appointed director of the TriCounty Cooperative Center in Grand
Rapids, Minnesota, which provides secondary vocational and special education programs to six school districts
in the Grand Rapids, Minnesota area.
He and his wife, Nancy, have six
children.
Louise B. Schroeder, B.S. Elementary Education, '58, traveled to East
Africa last summer and spent Christmas in Israel attending the Jerusalem
Education Conference "Education for
a Global Community" and touring the
Holy Land.
Dr. Gavin Strand, B.A. Business
Administration, B.S. Social Studies,
' 58, has been superintendent of
schools at Black River Falls since
1970. Dr. Strand received the Distinguished Library Service Award as
school administrator at a meeting of
the Wisconsin Association of School
Librarians held in Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. He received his masters degree
from the University of Northern Colorado and his doctorate in educational
administration from the University of
Wisconsin.
Gordon W. Eloott, B.A. Business
Administration, '59 , has been president of C.B. International, Inc., a
Pizza Hut franchise in the Southeast,
for the past six years. He and his wife,
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Beverly, have thi;ee children and live
in Pittsburg, Kansas.

Classes of 1961-1970
Donna Meyer Rude, B.S. Elementary Education, '61, taught first grade
at Spring Grove, Minnesota for twelve
years. She and her husband, Parnell,
now live in Decorah, Iowa.
Varunee Surasiti, B.S. Elementary
Education, '62, M.S., '63, was elected
Deputy Dean of the Faculty of Public
Health at the Mahidol University,
Thailand. She will hold this position
until 1979.
Louis J. Czamowski, B.S. Elementary Edu!,:ation , ' 63, M.S. Education,
'68, is Superintendent of Jordon,
Minnesota, public schools. He is now
completing his specialist degree in Educational Administration at Mankato
State. He and his wife, Sharon
Chamberlain Czarnowski, B.S. '66,
M.S. '71, have two sons.
Major Gary R. Goetzman, B.A.
Physical Science, '63, received a
master's degree from the Air Force
Institute of Technology, WrightPatterson Air Force Base, Ohio. He
was assigned to Offutt AFB, Nebraska
with a unit of the Strategic Air
Command.
Fred L. Heyer, B.A. Social
Science, '63, is currently regional life
and health sales manager for CNA Insurance in Los Angeles, California.
Diann Gislason Heyer, B.S. Elementary Education, '65 , received her M.A.
in Early Childhood Education from
California State University. She is
currently an E.C.E. instructor at Rio
Hondo College, Costa Mesa, California.
They have one daughter, and live in
Los Alamitos, California.
Harriet Rice Lawston, B.S. Elementary Education, '64 , M.S. '71,
taught fourth grade four years at
Roseville, Minnesota and then married
Dr. Henry Lawston, a veterinarian. She
presently serves as Treasurer of the
Board of Education in Lanesboro ,
Minnesota where they have Jived for
the past seven years.
Stephen M. Andrus, B.S. Art, '66,
is an artist and has his own gallery,
The Steve Andrus Gallery and Studio,
on the famous outer banks of North
Carolina. He also does art shows
throughout the Southeast and East
Coast. Steve and his family live in
Manteo, North Carolina and would
like to invite all old and new friends to
visit them.

Michael Baglino, B.A. Social
Science, '66, M.S. '68, Sixth Year, '74:
is a coordinator of Corporate Education for Sensa Educational Systems
and an adult education instructor at
Dade County Public Schools in Miami,
Florida.
Gary R. Kollofski, B.A. Mathematics, '67, taught three years in Magnolia, Minnesota and then moved to Wayzata. He is now department head at
Wayzata Senior High School and was
recently elected a district math chairperson . He received his M.A. degree in
1974 from the University of New Mexico under a National Science Foundation scholarship.
Jerome J. Pesch, B.A. Business
Administration, '67, is an instructor of
Accounting at Sinclair Community
College in Dayton, Ohio.
Ralph Furst, B.A. Accounting,
'68, is Assistant Vice President and
Branch Manager for Commercial Federal Savings and Loan Association,
Omaha, Nebraska. He and his wife,
Diana, live in Omaha.
Pat Wiemerslage Ryan, B.S. Elementary Education, '68, is substitute
teaching in St. Paul, Minnesota after
having taught in Brooklyn Park for
five years. She and her husband,
Patrick, have two sons and live in St.
Paul, where her husband is a fireman .
Shirley A. Tillinghast, B.S. Elementary Education , '68, is a sales
manager for Evelyn Mullis Realty
Company, Gaffney, South Carolina.
She recently received her brokers license and did graduate work at the
University of South Carolina in
Columbia to receive the G.R.I. award
in real estate. Her husband, Charles, is
an engineer.
Cynthia Staublin Wener, B.S.
English, ' 68, taught six years in LaCrescent, Minnesota and is now Jiving
and substitute teaching in Delta Junction, Alaska. Her husband, Robert, is
employed on the Trans-Alaska Pipeline.
Roger N. Borchert, B.S. Earth
Science, '69, taught school one year in
Chicago and three years in Wyoming.
He also worked two years in Minneapolis, Minnesota as a chemical engineer. He is presently working with
the North Dakota Geological Survey as
a petroleum engineer. He and his wife,
Nancy, have one daughter and Jive in
Bismarck, North Dakota.
Frances C. Gillen, M.S. Education,
'69, finish ed her doctorate degree in
Counseling, Guidance and Personnel
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Services at the University of South Dakota. She is employed by the St. Paul,
Minnesota school system.
Bruce A. Wallace, B.A. Business
Administration, '69, is a sales representative for J.P. Hennessy Company ,
West Patterson, New Jersey. He and
his wife, Eileen, have two sons.
Allan G. Grant, B.S. Elementary
Education , '70, received his M.A . degree from the University of Minnesota
in Elementary Education. Presently he
teaches kindergarten in the Osseo ,
Minnesota School District . He and his
wife have one son and live in Brooklyn Center, Minnesota.
Donna Kuhlmann Holst, B.S. Art,
' 70, taught three years in Elgin, Minnesota and is now teaching at the Plainview Elementary School. She initiated art programs in both schools. She
and her husband, Charles, have two
sons.
Kathleen Bematz Peterson, B.S .
English, ' 70, taught English at the
American School of Isfahan, Iran, last
year. She is presently living in Tehran ,
Iran where her husband, Bill, works
for Bell Helicopter International. They
have two sons, Ryan and Shawn.
Michael and Patrick Ryan,
B.A.
Business Administration, '70, are the
founders and owners of their own
business, M. J . Ryan Construction
Company , Burnsville, Minnesota.

Classes of 1971-1976
Steven Druley, B.A. Business Administration, '71, received his MBA
from Mankato State University in
1974 and is sales and marketing
manager for Father's and Sun's, a
wholesale distributor of records and
tapes. Nancy Ottemess Druley, B.A.
Sociology, ' 71, is a full-time graduate
student in the School of Social Service
at Indiana University . She is President
of the Social Service Student Association , a member of the National Association of Social Workers and a clinical
associate with the Crisis and Suicide
Intervention Service in Indianapolis,
Indiana.
Tony Menden, B.S. Social Studies,
'71, teaches seventh and eighth grade
social studies in Dawson , Minnesota.
Jean Dahl Menden, B.S. Elementary
Education, ' 72, teaches head start in
Boyd and Marietta, Minnesota. They
live on a small farm near Dawson and
have two daughters.
Michael F. Rose,
B.S. Physical
Education and Health, '71, is a con-

struction supervisor with Chromalloy
Farm systems, a Madison Silo Division
in Yankton, South Dakota. He and his
wife, Karen, have one son.
Nelsen P. Smith, B.A. Political
Science, '71, is a marketing sales representative for Donaldson Company in
Bloomington,
Minnesota.
Louann
Hedbom Smith, B.S. Elementary Education, '71, is awaiting residency requirements for graduate school.
Elaine Anttila Colvin, B.S. Nursing, ' 72 , is presently head nurse at the
Veteran's Administration Hospital in
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Rosalie C. Dauffenbach, B.S.
Nursing, '72 is currently working at
St. Joseph's Hospital in St. Paul as a
staff nurse in Labor and Delivery.
Mike Loechler, B.S. Physical Education, '72, is employed by BostitchMcClain in Bloomington, Minnesota.
Laurie Mikkelson Loechler, B.A.
History , '72, is working as a secretary
in the automotive department for
Coast to Coast Stores in Hopkins,
Minnesota.
Ruth Michel, B.S. Mathematics,
'72, after teaching four years in Goodridge, Minnesota, has accepted a new
position at Sauk Rapids, Minnesota,
teaching seventh and eighth grade
science and math.
Brian Ojanpa,
B.A. Sociology,
' 72 , is employed as the area news editor at the Austin Daily Herald. He received his journalism degree from
Mankato State in 1975.
Ronald W. Pierce, B.S. Industrial
Education '72, is teaching industrial
arts at Gillmore Junior High in Racine,
Wisconsin. During the past summer he
built a new home where he and his
wife, Karmen, now reside.
Valerie K. Sanders, B.S. Elementary Education, '72 , is currently a secretary in Colorado Springs. She will be
doing graduate work at the University
of Colorado in the spring.
Jeffrey B. Bunke, B.A. Psychology, '73, has joined Cencom, Inc.,
Winona as Assistant Plant Manager.
He entered the system in 1973 and has
served in Milton and Tomah, Wisconsin. He and his wife, Patty Ann, have
two children.
Margie Ferring DeBolt, B.S. Elementary Education, '73 , taught first
grade at F. K. Sweet Elementary
School for three years in Ft. Pierce,
Florida. She is now teaching kindergarten at the same school and her husband is advertising director of the
News Tribune.

Jennifer Dodds, B.S. Art and Soci- '
ology, '73, has been living in San Francisco , California for the past two
years. She was recently promoted to
supervisor of Underwriting for Marsh
and McLennan , Inc., an insurance
brokerage firm .
Nikki Jackson, B.A. Chemistry
'73, B.S. Medical Technology, '74, is
working in the lab at North Memorial
Medical Center in Minneapolis and
teaching blood banking to lab technician students.
Jon L. Krussow, B.S. Vocational
Education , '73, after teaching senior
high industrial education in the Plainview, Minnesota school system for two
years, moved to California and is currently employed at Semtech Corporation, Newbury Park, as a machine
tooling coordinator.
Peter J. Meyer, B.S. Elementary
Education, '73, is teaching sixth grade
in Red Wing, Minnesota. He and his
wife, Sue Ellen, have one son and live
in Wabasha, Minnesota.
Teresa L. Jetson Sebesta, B.S.
Math, '73 , is a Data Processing Coordinator in the Consumer Research Department for General Mills, Inc., in
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
John Suppon, B.S. Industrial Arts,
'73, is teaching industrial arts and is
head swimming coach at Memorial
High School, Eau Claire, Wisconsin.
Julie Reisdorf Suppon, B.S. Nursing,
'75, is presently working at the Lutheran Hospital in Eau Claire in the Department of orthopedics.
Donna G. Rahn Weber, B.S.
Nursing, '73 , is a Navy Lieutenant stationed at Quantico, Virginia and is supervisor of the recovery room and
CSR at the hospital there. Her husband , Bob, is a Marine Corps Captain
and a pilot with the Presidential helicopter squadron.
Glen White, B.A. Psychology and
Science, '73, is employed by the Mayo
Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota as a Rehabilitation Activity Therapist. He is
also enrolled in the M.S. program of
Psychology at WSU in the field of recreation and rehabilitation counseling.
Diane Danckwart Elder, B.S. Elementary Education, '74, is a special
teacher of severely retarded adults at
the Rochester Social Adaptation
Center at the State Hospital. She and
her husband have two daughters.
Scott Epstein, B.A. Social Science, '74, will be graduating from the
University of Denver, College of Law

Beth Kramer Wold, B.S. Nursing,
with a doctorate degree and will then
'74, is a part-time RN in Graceville,
take the Colorado Bar Examination.
Minnesota. Her husband, Allen, farms
Gary Glomski, B.A. Math, '74,
is employed on the management staff~ and teaches a veterans agriculture
of Procter and Gamble Paper Products
class.
Company, Green Bay, Wisconsin.
Michael D. Hatcher, B.A. SocioChuck Herrig, B.A. Political Sci- logy, '75, is working at the Alternative
ence, '74, is a unit sales representative
Schools Network in Chicago, Illinois
for Colgate Palmolive Company. He
as a high school instructor and a boys
and his wife, Janet Issendorf Herrig,
group home counselor. He and his
B.S. Elementary Education, '70, have
wife, Christal, now live in Chicago.
two sons and live in Cottage Grove,
Donald I. Kuzyk, B.A. Biology,
Minnesota.
75 , is attending the University of
LuEtt Rahn Hanson, B.A. Speech,
Minnesota and working for Abbott74, has been appointed Director of Fi- Northwestern Hospitals.
Joshua A.
Ogunyomi, B.A.
nancial Assistance at Dakota Wesleyan
Health, '7 5, is currently a graduate
University, Mitchell, South Dakota.
Her husband, Gary, is a news director student at the College of Public
Health University of Oklahoma.
at KXON TV.
Ron Perron, B.S. Elementary EdSister Kathy Moran, B.S. Physical
Education, '74, was received as a ucation, '7 5, is a fifth and sixth grade
novice with the Rochester, Minnesota, teacher at St. Peter's Elementary
Franciscans last September and is cur- School in Delano, Minnesota. He is
rently spending two years in Ro- also an elementary girl's basketball
chester. She previously taught and coach and director of a play. He and
his wife, Debra live in Delano.
coached at Winona.
Harry R. Nevling, B.A. Business
David Priebe, B.A. Recreation,
Administration, '74, is living in the
'7 5, is working as a recreational theraDenver metro area and has accepted an pist at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester,
appointment to the position of Direc- Minnesota.
tor of Personnel at Longmont United
Nancy Catherine Sailer, B.S. MedHospital, Longmont, Colorado.
ical Technology, '7 5, is working at the
Ann T. Sadowski, B.A. Art, '74, University of Minnesota as a junior
is assistant manager of the downtown scientist. Her job includes blood work
retail store of St. Paul Book and Sta- on OB and cancer patients and also
tionery, St. Paul, Minnesota.
histology.
Sarah Kay Smith, B.S. Art, '74, is
Diane Biegert Swanson, B.A. Art,
attending the University of Minnesota , '75, is employed by Watkins Products,
in the field of dental hygiene.
r Winona, as a graphic artist.
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Mina Tyson, B.S. Nursing, '75, is
employed at Abbott Hospital in New
Brighton, Minnesota, on an orthopedic
station and also a member on the Diabetic Education Committee.
Steve Adams, B.A. Recreation,
'76, is progr..am director of the St.
Charles County YMCA and is responsible for high school teen club programming in five schools. He lives in
St. Charles, Minnesota.
Marlys Allen, B.A. Biology, '76,
is a kidney research biologist at the
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, Washington, D.C.
Debra Aspenson, B.S. Math, '76,
is teaching eighth grade math at Harding Junior High in Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Alan J. Bush, B.A. Business Administration, '76, is working on his
masters degree in business administration at Louisiana State University in
Baton Rouge.
David Jilk, B.A. Business Administration, '76, is the co-founder of a new
computer software and sales company,
Paragon Data Systems of Winona.
David 0. Johnson, B.A. Business
Administration, '76, is currently a
management trainee at the Colonial
First National Bank, Red Bank, New
Jersey.
Serie A. Wise, B.S. Art, '76, is
teaching and living at Lake Havasu
City, Arizona. He teaches ceramics,
crafts, basic art and jewelry and is
active in two off-campus theatre
groups. He also helps with the journalism department.
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N'&nle-----------------------------------------------------------------------The Fact of the Matter ..... .

The Winona State University baseball team has not had a losing season
since 1946. In the 30 seasons since the
Warriors have won 511, lost 244 and
tied 4.

.Address---------------------------------------------------------------------street and number
city

state

zip

Graduating Class ________________ _
Let's hear from you. Let us know what you're doing and we'll pass it on to other alumni.
Place this form in an envelope and mail it to: WSU Alum/Winona State University,
Winona, Minnesota 55987.
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